Essex League Dukes T20 Report
At the group stage the opponents were Colchester, Old Brentwoods, Basildon and Leigh on Sea. The
top two in each group would qualify for the knock-out stages.
Old Brentwoods were first on the fixture list but disappointingly they called off late on the Saturday
night before the match as they could not raise a side. The good news about this was that it was
absolutely freezing but for once not wet on that day.
That was annoying enough but a week later, Basildon left it until 11.30 on the Sunday morning to call
off and they did so by text.
Under the rules of the competition both those clubs were out making it a three team group. With
Colchester likely to be strong, the Leigh v Chelmsford match was likely to be decisive. As expected
this season that match fell victim to rain.
Leigh lost to Colchester before we travelled there on a Wednesday evening. Captain Rob Hayto had
a tough time just getting a team together with Paul Keaney and Angus Turner coming in at the last
minute; normal last minute option Alistair Fergus was already in the side by then.
Match Report
Wednesday 20 June
Played at Castle Park
Colchester
Chelmsford
(Colchester won by 66 runs)

203-4
137-4

A midweek journey to Castle Park did not prove an alluring prospect for Chelmsford members and
Rob Hayto did well just to raise a side. Thanks must go to Paul Keaney and Angus Turner for playing
and as usual to Bernice Clark for getting half the side there and for scoring.
With James Arnold unlikely to arrive until halfway through the first innings it was a disappointment
to have to field first. In the early stages, Chelmsford did reasonably well and Ollie Devenish grabbed
a wicket. That brought Foster in to join Russell and those two shared a useful partnership.
Even so things were held reasonably in check until Alistair Fergus conceded 18 runs from just 2 balls.
Suddenly the run rate was out of control and although Russell (33) fell at 83 - a second catch for
Turner - the foundation had been laid.
There was some brief amusement at the start of the eleventh over as Fergus tried to tell Hayto there
were only three men in the ring whilst the captain insisted there were four. One thing Fergus can do
is count but fortunately the debate carried on long enough for Arnold to arrive and solve the
problem.

Foley had joined Foster and they were able to play freely combining some strong shots and good
running. The scoring rate’s upward curve was briefly stopped by a fine penultimate over from
Arnold taking two wickets including Foley (41) and conceding just 2 runs. Some clean hitting in the
last over took the score past 200 though, Foster closing unbeaten on 73 from 47 balls.
In reply Chelmsford decided just to play sensibly and see what happened. Hayto (30) and Matt
Thurston (28) played some good shots in a promising partnership but both fell to good catches off
Gibbs (2-23) before they could make really telling contributions.
With no real chance of winning, Miles Clark and Ollie Devenish played fairly pragmatically. Clark
played some very good shots and top scored with 35 with a commendable strike rate too. Devenish
proved slightly more attacking in this than the testing 6 a side format, compiling 22 not out as the
innings closed at 137 for four.
Basically the side was overmatched and at least the batsmen batted fairly well, getting welcome
time at the crease. With the ball the main problem was 25 wides. In the field there were not many
mistakes but there were none of the moments of inspiration that can turn a short game.
Despite losing by a wider margin and at a slower scoring rate than Leigh, the tie breaker was runs
per wicket and so Chelmsford advance to the knockout stages without a win.
Opponents in the last 16 are Fives & Heronians with the game to be played on Thursday 5 July.

